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Abstract:

The lattice formulation of signal detection problems has led to some of the most efficient MIMO detectors known. In fast Rayleigh fading channels, it is known that full diversity order can be achieved by use of the so-called LLL-reduction-aided successive interference cancellation (SIC) detector, which has a worst-case complexity being quartic in the MIMO dimension. This is a very attractive alternative to the optimal maximum likelihood detector which has an exponential complexity. However, it doesn't mean that there is no room for further improvement. The LLL (Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz) lattice reduction algorithm, which is a famous tool in the computational number theory, has been one of the most widely used algorithm in the area of cryptography. In this presentation, we show how the idea of sorting can be integrated into the classical LLL algorithm enabling the complexity to be halved, approximately. The resultant algorithm is called the joint sorting and reduction (JSAR) algorithm. Moreover, when the LLL reduction algorithm is seriously truncated or early terminated, the novel JSAR based LLL-SIC significantly outperform and appears to achieve possibly higher (but still suboptimal) diversity order than the conventional counterpart at low-to-moderate bit-error-rates. This suggests that it can be applied advantageously to MIMO systems with a strict delay constraint. Inspired by the JSAR result, we further propose the so-called partial reduction algorithm that only performs lattice reduction for the last several, weak MIMO substreams and sorting for the remaining streams. By tuning the block size of the partial reduction (hence the complexity), it can achieve a variable diversity order, hence offering a graceful tradeoff between performance and complexity for SIC-based MIMO detection. Among other consequences, our result leads to the first cubic worst-case complexity MIMO detector with a diversity order greater than 1, to the best of our knowledge. The previous known best cubic complexity MIMO detector is the famous VBLAST detector.
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